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Chapter 1471: Doubt Life 

Chapter 1471 

“Little brother! Wait!” 

At this time, Hu Jianmin, the stall owner, caught up with Lin Kai, yelling anxiously, and stopped in front 

of Lin Kai, then continued: “Little brother, I will pay you back the six hundred thousand, and the copper. 

This business is not done. Of course, in order to make up for you, that little black bottle, I will give you 

the right!” 

Lin Kai looked at Hu Jianmin and shook his head and said, “If you are a business man, there is no reason 

to go back? Besides, isn’t your coin fake? Why is it so? Or, this coin…” 

Before Lin Kai finished speaking, Hu Jianmin interrupted quickly and apologized: “Little brother, don’t I 

feel guilty just because the coin is fake? It’s the first time I did this kind of deceptive business. So I was 

very sorry, so I recovered the copper coin, and I returned you six hundred thousand, and the little black 

bottle would be given to you, how about?” 

The passers-by in the vicinity naturally heard Hu Jianmin’s words, all showing weird looks. Most passers-

by think that this Hu Jianmin must be nonsense. Whoever can be the boss here is not very shrewd. It is 

just like playing with the buyer, let alone feeling guilty. If you dont want to get rid of this fake, you cant 

fake it anymore. if. 

Liu Jiacheng heard what Hu Jianmin said so sincere, he actually believed it and believed that what Hu 

Jianmin said was true. 

However, Lin Kai, like him, bought all fakes. Although Lin Kai bought it for 600,000 yuan, and he bought 

it for 2 million, at least they were all fake. 

It was impossible for Liu Jiacheng to let Lin Kai really return the goods to Hu Jianmin. 

Otherwise, wouldn’t it be changed again, he bought fake copper coins alone. 

That way, in front of An Xiaoran, he couldn’t lift his head. 

Therefore, Liu Jiacheng opened the mouth to Hu Jianmin: “Boss, there is no regret for this kind of 

normal transaction. Besides, he has a bad vision and has no regrets. You deserve the 600,000 yuan. To 

blame, just blame. Blame him for not knowing the goods.” 

Lin Kai also smiled: “Indeed, this is my personal choice. Thank you for the kindness of the boss. You can 

get the 600,000 yuan with peace of mind. There is no need to feel guilty.” 

Hu Jianmin couldnt argue for a while. Of course he dared not tell the truth, so he continued: “Little 

brother, I really feel guilty…” 

Hu Jianmin said a lot more, but Lin Kai always said he didn’t blame him. 



This made Hu Jianmin both anxious and distressed, and finally gritted his teeth and said: “Little brother, 

let’s do this. In addition to returning the six hundred thousand to you, I will also pay out fifty thousand, 

purely to compensate you.” 

“Sorry, I bought everything, this thing is mine, I won’t return it.” Lin Kaidao. 

“Little brother…no! Brother! You are my own brother! I have an extra 200,000 yuan, so you can return it 

to me!” 

Hu Jianmin almost knelt down in a hurry. 

Lin Kai still shook his head: “Two hundred thousand? Two million, I will not return the goods.” 

When Liu Jiacheng heard this, he couldn’t help but sneered: “Lin Kai, if I had given an extra 200,000, I 

would have retired long ago. Ask the boss to give you an extra 2 million? You are dreaming!” 

However, as soon as Liu Jiacheng’s words fell, Hu Jianmin not only knelt down to Lin Kai, but also eagerly 

said: “Brother! Five million! Five million! If you still don’t return the goods, I really can’t get that much 

money!” 

When they heard Hu Jianmin’s words, everyone was shocked. No matter how stupid they were, they 

knew that the coin must be genuine, otherwise the stall owner would not spend five million to get the 

coin back! 

In fact, Lin Kai had already seen that this copper coin was real. 

For him, it doesn’t matter if it is true or not. 

But since Hu Jianmin paid five million more and wanted to pay back the copper, Lin Kai agreed. 

As a result, Hu Jianmin not only had to transfer 600,000 yuan to Lin Kai, but also 5 million more. 

Hu Jianmin finally took the copper coin back. He didn’t know what his current mood was like. 

In short, the blow to him was great this time, and he could have made millions. In the end, at most one 

million was earned, which was pretty good. 

This gap caused Hu Jianmin to take the copper coin and return to his stall in despair. 

Lin Kai continued on and left this antique street. 

An Xiaoran Jian Lin Kai is really going to leave, and hastily said: “Lin Kai, don’t rush to Lushan, wait for 

Master Zhicheng and I to complete the task, we will accompany you together!” 

“Thank you for your kind intentions, no need.” Lin Kai shook his head and left without hesitation. 

But Liu Jiacheng was still in a daze. He went back and forth between Lin Kai and Hu Jianmin, the owner 

of the stall, scanning constantly: “What’s the situation? The boss really spent five million more and 

wants to get the coin back? Is the coin real or fake? of?” 

An Xiaoran responded with an affirmative tone: “It’s still a guess. Are you really a fool of the boss? It is 

definitely the boss who knew afterwards that the copper coin was real, and this cost a lot of money, and 



he wanted to go from Lin Kai’s hands. Yes. If the real copper coin is five or six million, it can be said that 

Lin Kai has made a lot of money.” 

“Impossible! Absolutely impossible!” 

Liu Jiacheng fell into a sluggishness. If it was true, wouldn’t it mean that he spent two million to buy a 

fake copper coin. 

Not only did Lin Kai spend 600,000 yuan to buy real copper coins, but in the end he was also paid an 

extra 5 million yuan by the boss and asked to go back. 

He was even more embarrassed in such a strong contrast. 

Is there any reason? 

Liu Jiacheng only felt that his heart was twitching fiercely, but he couldn’t accept this fact. 

Doubt about life. 

Xinru saw Liu Jiacheng’s appearance and comforted: “Jiacheng, don’t be sad. If you encounter this kind 

of thing in the future, I believe you will definitely recognize whether it is a genuine or a fake. And in the 

antiques aspect, you are the one What is not good at, what you are good at is killing demons and slaying 

demons.” 

When Liu Jiacheng heard this sentence, his eyes lit up, yes, he didn’t quite understand antiques, but he 

didn’t believe it in terms of slaying demons and slaying demons, he was smaller than Lin Kai’s! 

Now, he is anxious to let Lin Kai follow them! 

On the other side, Lin Kai had already walked out of the scope of the antique market. He bought some 

ropes and the like in some nearby places to buy field equipment. He plans to go to Lushan no man’s land 

tomorrow morning to find Jiuyou Grass. 

He has already understood that in the uninhabited area of Lushan, there are various steep mountain 

shapes. 

If you are looking for other things, it’s okay, that’s fine with your own means of cultivating immortals. 

However, if you are looking for a piece of grass, you still need these equipment so that you can look for 

it carefully. 

After buying these field equipment, Lin Kai immediately returned to the nearby hotel. 

He sat on the sofa and didn’t go to rest or anything, but took out the little black bottle and stared at the 

little black bottle, with a satisfied smile in his eyes. 

Chapter 1472: Enter No Man’s Land 

Chapter 1472 

The small black bottle is only half the size of a slap, and the whole body is completely black. On the 

whole, there is nothing special about it. 



However, Lin Kai can be sure that it is an antique from the Tang Dynasty through the lines on it and the 

breath revealed. 

It is probably because it is too common, and the texture is of the same kind. At first glance, it looks like 

an imitation, which caused the stall owner to look away. 

If it was purely antique, Lin Kai wouldn’t ask for it, even if it was free, he wouldn’t let his boss send him. 

The main reason was that when he was running True Qi, he sensed that this little black bottle had True 

Qi fluctuating, but it was a magic weapon used by immortals. 

Moreover, in the Tang Dynasty, there were indeed traces of cultivators. 

The Dragon King in Wei Zhengmeng, Yuan Tiangang, Li Chunfeng, etc. are all famous land gods in the 

Tang Dynasty. 

So this little black bottle has a high probability. 

But after Lin Kai studied it, he was still a bit unclear. 

When he was about to study the little black bottle in depth, the phone rang and it was Master Zhicheng 

who called. 

Lin Kai picked it up. 

Master Zhicheng also lives in the same restaurant as Lin Kai, except that Master Zhicheng lives on the 

15th floor, while Lin Kai lives on the 12th floor. 

At this time, Master Zhicheng was watching TV while calling Lin Kai, and said with a smile: “Lin Shizhu, 

not long ago, I heard An Xiaoran say that I met you at the antique market in the afternoon. It seems that 

you haven’t been to Lushan yet?” 

Lin Kai responded yes. 

Immediately, Master Zhicheng said, call Lin Kai at the hotel and wait a day. Tomorrow Master Zhicheng 

will go to Lushan with a few people from the Bihua Mansion to complete the task. 

After completion, the day after tomorrow, they went deep into the center of Lushan with Lin Kai to help 

find the Jiuyou Grass. 

In response, Lin Kai declined, understanding Master Zhicheng’s intentions. 

Then, after chatting with Master Zhicheng for a while, he hung up the phone. 

Lin Kai continued to study the small black bottle. Although he could sense the fluctuations in the true 

energy of the small black bottle, other than that, nothing else had been studied. 

He once doubted whether this was a magic weapon for damage. 

Seeing that it was late at night, Lin Kai gave up studying the little black bottle. 

After a short rest, he began to practice. 



As soon as you find Nine You Grass, you can use the power of Nine You Grass to break through a small 

realm of the Golden Core Stage. 

In this hotel, Master Zhicheng also lives on different floors, and they are all busy with their own affairs. 

I don’t know how long Lin Kai woke up from his cultivation state, he couldn’t help looking out the 

window. 

The location of this hotel is very good, you can see the whole look of Lushan outside the window. 

Therefore, Lin Kaiwang’s direction is exactly the location of Lushan. 

There was a trace of surprise in his eyes at this time. 

Because the golden yellow beads he was carrying not long ago, that is, the dragon vein essence obtained 

from the mountain range in the western suburbs of Donghai City, were a little different. 

This dragon vein essence, as if sensing the same kind, unexpectedly sounded a faint dragon roar in Lin 

Kai’s ear. 

Not only that, but also from afar, an equally faint dragon roar was in his ear. 

So, Lin Kai was surprised and looked at Lushan. 

Could it be that Lushan also has a dragon vein? Or is there a real dragon there? 

Thinking of the latter, Lin Kai was a little shocked. You must know that even a cultivator might not have 

seen a real dragon. 

If it were a real dragon, it would be incredible. 

Lin Kai didn’t think about that either, it was just the dragon chant of the essence of the dragon veins, not 

the real dragon chant, it was the essence of the heaven and earth, condensed. 

But the dragon chants from Lushan were quite different from the dragon vein essence. 

Lin Kai didn’t feel anything at first, but after listening for a few more times, he discovered that the 

dragon veins from Lushan seemed to be from a real dragon. 

This made Lin Kai had to think about that. 

And he could also hear the dragon’s roar from Lushan, with an inexplicable feeling of vicissitudes and 

sadness, like a dragon’s roar from a thousand years ago. 

Lin Kai stared at the location of Lushan more, frowning deeply. 

“Is that place a real dragon?” 

Lin Kai stood up and looked at Lushan, silent for a long time. 

Until the dragon chanting in the ear disappeared, the sky was also bright. 

Lin Kai washed a lot, then took all the equipment he bought yesterday and left the hotel. 

He didn’t check out or anything, but his things were all in the room. 



After Lin drove out of the hotel, he had nothing to eat, so he drove a car and headed to Lushan. 

Lushan is the largest and most popular scenic spot in Xunyang City. Even this morning, there are many 

cars going there. 

About half an hour later, Lin Kai arrived at Lushan Mountain Scenic Area. 

However, Lin Kai was not going to Lushan Mountain Scenic Area, it was no man’s land. 

Because the scope of Lushan is too large, it is unrealistic to be a scenic spot completely. The depths of 

Lushan are no man’s land, which is more dangerous. 

When Lin Kai arrived at the Lushan Scenic Area, there was the hotel. 

An Xiaoran was just getting up, and it didn’t take long before he came to the first floor of the hotel, sat 

down with Master Zhicheng, and started eating breakfast. 

After a few people finished their breakfast, Taoist Xianning asked his disciples to use a commercial 

vehicle to drive them to Lushan. 

Xianning Taoist is native to Lushan, and the Taoist temple on the highest peak is also his. 

Therefore, he still has great privileges in and out of Lushan. 

For example, other tourists need to obtain relevant approval to enter the uninhabited area of Lushan. 

But Taoist Xianning didn’t need to drive directly to the edge of the no-man’s land and stopped. 

Here, there are no tourists, although approval can come, but approval is extremely difficult. After all, no 

mans land means that it is full of various beasts, which is still quite dangerous. 

Master Zhicheng got off the car one after another. 

Taoist Xianning first apologized: “Everyone is a little sorry, but I came to Lushan and didn’t let you go to 

the Xuan Taoist temple of the poor way. After the task is completed, you will enjoy your face, visit the 

Xuan Taoist temple and stay here for fun. A few days is fine.” 

“Xianning is polite.” 

“Yes, Senior Xianning, it would be great if you took us around downtown Xunyang.” 

Master Zhicheng, An Xiaoran and others spoke. 

After a few people were polite, they all looked at An Xiaoran. 

Wherever the task is, An Xiaoran is used to find the way. 

The sect inherited by An Xiaoran is still the most proficient in pathfinding. 

An Xiaoran did not delay, took out a pointer similar to a gossip diagram, and then began to mutter 

something in her mouth. 

I saw the pointer on it, constantly turning. 

An Xiaoran moved forward according to the direction of the pointer. 



Master Zhicheng and Taoist Xianning followed An Xiaoran. 

Chapter 1473: Wang Dagui 

Chapter 1473 the rich Wang Dagui 

It’s just that An Xiaoran hasn’t traveled far, so she stopped and looked around, with doubts in her eyes. 

Master Zhicheng saw the clue, and asked An Xiaoran, “Dont you find that location?” 

An Xiaoran shook his head: “It’s not that the location cannot be found, but according to the pointer of 

the gossip compass, there is not only one port at the location, it seems that there are two, or even more 

than two.” 

At this point, An Xiaoranxiu frowned. 

Taoist Xianning couldn’t help but said, “Could it be that there are many talks?” 

An Xiaoran responded: “It seems so, but I am not sure.” 

Xinru asked a very critical question: “Where are the locations of the two suspected ports?” 

“One is on the edge of the other end of the no-mans land. If I remember correctly, there is a small 

village. This small village has lived here for generations. As for the rest, its in a deep mountain. .” 

As the pathfinder of this mission, An Xiaoran naturally did a lot of homework before that. 

Taoist Xianning groaned, and said, “Well, although there is a pass at the other end of the no-mans land, 

you can go directly by car. The remaining one is in the deep mountains. Anyway, it is in the deep 

mountains. It is better to take the car first. , Make sure, lest you have to go back and forth, which is very 

troublesome.” 

Several people agreed to Daoist Xianning’s words, and then returned to the place where they had 

dropped off. 

Fortunately, before Taoist Xianning, he ordered his disciples to wait here, so the car was still there and 

did not leave. 

So several people continued to ride in the car and headed towards the edge of the other end of the no-

man’s land. 

There is a small village with hundreds of years of history. 

The small village was founded by people who fled to Lushan hundreds of years ago. 

After so many years, now there are only 20 households left. 

Since tourism has brought many tourists, these two dozen families have all started tourism business, 

and they have also made a lot of money. 

One of them was named Wang Dagui. Wang Dagui’s parents passed away since he was a child, and he 

didn’t go to school. After that, he didn’t study well. 

He is now in his forties, has always been single, and he is the only one left in the family. 



Reluctantly relying on a little cleverness, in the Lushan tourism area, after a few days of opportunism, he 

can make a few hundred dollars in a few days, so he can live alive. 

In fact, if Wang Dagui was not lazy, he would have become expensive. 

However, these days, in the scenic area, the villagers from other households did not see Wang Dagui 

going to the scenic area to work and make money, but spent money lavishly, as if suddenly there was a 

lot of money. 

Moreover, the various large gold chains and large gold watches that I bought were constantly displayed, 

completely resembling a nouveau riche. 

These villagers can ignore it, but what makes them feel ashamed is that there is a widow in the small 

village, Hu Ru, whose husband has not been dead for a few days, but Wang Dagui hooked her up. 

Even at night, Hu Ru swaggered into Wang Dagui’s house and stayed overnight without caring about the 

eyes of other villagers. 

Many villagers also know Hu Ru well. The typical kind of money worshiping women, if it were not for 

their husbands, had a bit of skill, and opened a restaurant in the scenic area that earned hundreds of 

thousands a month, they would have left. 

Because the husband is both a restaurant owner and a chef, the restaurant is naturally transferred. 

So Hu Ru is now getting along with Wang Dagui. Wang Dagui is definitely rich. 

After Wang Dagui’s performance of spending money lavishly these days, the villagers were very puzzled, 

where did Wang Dagui get so much money? 

It wasn’t until last night that Wang Dagui and a few people in the village drank too much. 

It turned out that a large amount of gold and silver treasures were dug up within Wang Dagui’s 

homestead. 

The few villagers who drank together didn’t suspect him. After all, these days, Wang Dagui suddenly 

became rich, and there is only one explanation. 

When those villagers asked about the specific situation, Wang Dagui was silent, probably because he 

didn’t want to talk about the specific situation. 

There was even more talk about Hu Ru, saying that she and Wang Dagui fell in love at first sight and 

then fell in love. She is going to apply for a divorce certificate and then live with Wang Dagui. 

Today at noon, Hu Ru came to Wang Dagui’s house unscrupulously and prepared a luxurious lunch for 

Wang Dagui. 

Don’t talk about chicken, duck, fish, mountain delicacies and seafood, etc. 

In order to show off, Wang Dagui deliberately moved the table outside so that the villagers passing by 

could see it. 

The villagers were nothing, but thought that Wang Dagui was too floating. 



The main reason was that Wang Dagui deliberately teased the children while he was eating, which made 

the villagers angry and annoyed. 

“Ru’er.” 

At this time, Wang Dagui was full and drunk, so he shouted into the house. 

“Brother Gui!” 

Soon a woman in her 30s walked out of the house, looked at Wang Dagui very eagerly, and smiled: 

“Brother Dagui, are you finished?” 

As she said, she came to Wang Dagui and beat his back for Wang Dagui: “Brother Dagui, now that I have 

finished eating, would you agree to go and buy me a scooter in the city?” 

Wang Dagui shook his head and said, “It’s not in a hurry, there will be a boss coming over. The boss is 

very proud and bought my land.” 

“Brother Gui, why are you selling the land?” Hu Ru was a little dazed: “Our land is a treasured land. We 

have to spend some gold and silver treasures, why should we sell it?” 

Wang Dagui snorted, “What do women know.” 

As for the specific situation, he didn’t explain anything to Hu Ru. 

Some time ago, Lushan discovered an ancient tomb from the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms. 

Wang Dagui remembered that the underground in his yard, his ancestors said, there are treasures 

hidden underground. 

Since there is no research evidence, no one went to dig their own yard. The family was poor. After 

digging the yard, you had to spend money to repair it. If there is no treasure, it will not be worth it. 

But seeing the appearance of the ancient tombs of the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, there was an 

inexplicable hole in the courtyard. To be precise, after a heavy rain, the place collapsed a little. 

Wang Dagui couldn’t help but think of the words handed down by his ancestors, so he made up his mind 

and dug down the collapsed place. 

This excavation made him excited. 

Under the yard is a natural mine! Not only that, but this mine can also unearth some gold and silver 

treasures, and he is completely excited now. 

After only digging for a few days, I was able to dig out gold and silver treasures at first, and then I 

couldnt dig anything at all. The total amount sold was only a few million. 

It looks like a lot, but Wang Dagui plans not to go to work. He has been so lazy to do it, and he spends a 

lot of money, so he has to think of other ways. 

When he was selling some gold and silver treasures in the antique market, there was a man named Ba 

Ye who overheard a conversation with the shop owner, so he was very interested in the underground 

mine in Wang Dagui’s house. 



Chapter 1474: Lead The Wolf Into The Room 

Chapter 1474 

Therefore, the Ba master made an agreement with Wang Dagui to come over at noon today to discuss 

the acquisition of this land. 

When Wang Dagui saw Ba Ye’s dress, he knew it was the kind of rich and noble one, so he didn’t dare to 

conceal it, indicating that there was no gold and silver treasure to be dug under the mine. 

But Ba Ye said that as long as the description of the mine is true, he is willing to buy this piece of land 

with a price of at least ten million yuan. 

At that time, Wang Dagui was extremely excited and agreed without thinking about it. 

Although this is a mine, there may be a lot of ore in it, but this ore is not so valuable. He sells it and has 

to carry it a little bit, so it doesn’t make much money. 

So it’s better to sell that piece of land, which is at least tens of millions. As long as you are smart, the 

tens of millions can be used for other things, but it will be converted into inexhaustible money. 

At this time, Wang Dagui thought, and his heart became more excited. 

Especially when he saw Hu Ru and scratched his head in front of him, he smiled with satisfaction. 

You know that he has been watching Hu Ru for a long time, and now he finally moved Hu Ru with the 

money he got rich. 

Not to mention, this Huru Kungfu is really good, but he has lived like an emperor for these two days. 

Wang Dagui was thinking with satisfaction that outside this small village, millions of luxury cars drove in. 

The driver of the main driver looked back and saw a middle-aged man less than forty years old and said: 

“Papa, here it is.” 

Ba Ye sat behind, closed his eyes slightly, and when he heard this sentence, he opened his eyes in a 

hurry. One of the eyes was obviously blind. 

Ba Ye did not immediately respond to the driver, but took out his mobile phone and made a call, which 

was connected within a few seconds. 

“Where is it?” 

On the other side of the phone, there was a very deep hoarse voice. 

After hearing these words, Ba’s body was straight and straight, obviously even if he was not in front of 

the person on the phone, he still held the highest respect. 

“Young Master, I have arrived in this village.” 

The young master on the other end of the phone actually released the assassination mission of Lin Kai 

for the first time on the extranet. The young master of the hidden family was called Ye Shaotian. 

At this moment Ye Shaotian was with Lin Yuan, and Lin Yuan glanced at Ye Shaotian. 



Ye Shaotian understood the fairy tale of Ba Ye: “Remember, when you enter the mine, follow my 

previous instructions and manage it. Also, don’t expose it.” 

“Don’t worry, Young Master, I have already planned to buy that piece of land, and no one knows if I ask 

the villager to move out.” Ba Ye responded. 

Ye Shaotian gave a few more instructions before hanging up the phone. 

At the same time, from Ba Ye, the car had arrived at the door of Wang Dagui’s house. 

Because Wang Dagui’s house is the only house in this small village that is relatively dilapidated, so that it 

can be recognized at a glance. 

Wang Dagui had heard the sound of the car a long time ago and was already waiting at the door. After 

seeing Ba Ye get off the bus, he quickly respectfully said: “Ba Ye, have you eaten yet? If you haven’t 

eaten, I will let my daughter-in-law and get you another table of dinner. .” 

Wang Dagui completely regarded Hu Ru as his wife. 

Ba Ye didn’t feel in the mood to eat something, he shook his head: “No, you take me in first to see what 

the mine is like.” 

Many villagers in the small village were very curious when they saw a luxury car coming to the village, so 

they came to watch. 

Without waiting for Lord Ba to speak, Wang Dagui took the lead to scold the villagers: “What do you 

look at! Leave quickly, don’t disturb my guests!” 

The group of villagers was actually just curious. When they heard Wang Dagui say that, they shook their 

heads one by one and quickly dispersed. 

Ba Ye was also satisfied with Wang Dagui’s behavior. 

Later, Wang Dagui took Ba Ye to the yard, and the collapsed place was covered by a linen bag. 

After Wang Dagui opened the linen bag, it revealed a big hole. 

But it was pitch black, and there was no way to see what was inside the hole. 

Ba Ye had been prepared, holding a flashlight, while instructing Wang Dagui and the driver: “You must 

make people come near here.” 

The driver immediately responded: “Understood.” 

Wang Dagui also nodded, 

Seeing this, Ba Ye didn’t talk any more nonsense, and decisively jumped into the entrance of the cave. 

Wang Dagui saw Master Ba go in, handed a cigarette to the driver, and smiled: “Little brother, go, go 

have a drink, but I paid 10,000 for a bottle of Maotai.” 

The driver didn’t even glance at Wang Dagui, but stood motionless at the entrance of the cave. 



Wang Dagui looked at the driver speechlessly: “Your boss has gone in. Anyway, no one will come in this 

courtyard. Besides, the place to drink is at my door. This is not a big deal, so don’t be so nervous.” 

As Wang Dagui said, he was about to pull the driver there. 

Unexpectedly, the driver slammed Wang Dagui hard and slammed Wang Dagui to the ground. He said 

coldly, “I will disturb me again, it’s not just a fall!” 

A fierce look appeared in the driver’s eyes, and with that fierce breath, Wang Dagui’s whole body 

trembled. 

Wang Dagui suddenly realized that something was wrong, this group of people was so powerful, they 

were afraid that it might lead the wolf into the room. 

at the same time. 

A commercial vehicle also drove from outside this small village. 

In this commercial vehicle, there are just a few people from Master Zhicheng. 

An Xiaoran took the gossip pointer in his hand and said, “Yes, it’s here, wait to enter this small village.” 

Under An Xiaoran’s guidance, the commercial vehicle stopped in front of Wang Dagui’s door. 

It happened to be parked next to the luxury car. 

Master Zhicheng and the others were all a little strange. On the whole, this small village had reached the 

level of a well-off society, but it was a little strange that it could buy a luxury car worth millions. 

More importantly, the license plate number is not from the province, but from other provinces. 

I also saw a table at the door with a variety of delicacies from mountains and seas. 

Master Zhicheng felt even more strange. 

In fact, in the eyes of outsiders, the talents of Master Zhicheng and his entourage are truly strange, 

including monks, Taoist priests, fashionable men and women, and ethnic minority costumes. 

At this time, An Xiaoran held the gossip pointer and pointed it at Wang Dagui’s house, and said, 

“Tongkou should be in the backyard of this house.” 

Hearing An Xiaoran’s words, everyone wanted to wait for the owner of the house and wanted to say 

hello, but they waited for the owner of the house and walked in first. 

There was no one in the house, and Hu Ru had already returned to his home, so An Xiaoran and others 

could easily enter. 

A few people arrived at Wang Dagui’s backyard. 

Both Wang Dagui and the driver looked at Master Zhicheng and An Xiaoran very vigilantly. 

Master Zhicheng, Taoist Xianning, and Chen Guang didn’t need to say anything from An Xiaoran, they all 

brightened when they saw the big hole behind the driver sharply. 



Before a few people spoke, Wang Dagui was the first to scold, “Who are you?” 

Chapter 1475: Go To Explore 

Chapter 1475 

Master Zhicheng was about to respond, but Liu Jiacheng was very arrogant and said: “It doesn’t matter 

who we are. The important thing is, who of you is the owner of this house?” 

Wang Dagui was stunned for an instant. It was obvious that he was asking why he was asked, but when 

he saw Liu Jiacheng, he looked like a brother-in-law. He got up and said, “I, I am, what’s the matter? ?” 

If he were to be an ordinary person, he would never ask so politely. Bullying and fearing hardship is the 

reason why he has been able to live quite well for so many years. 

It’s just that Wang Dagui just finished speaking, the driver turned to Master Zhicheng, and said in a cold 

voice: “You guys leave quickly. You are not welcome here.” 

Master Zhicheng immediately smiled and said: “Amitabha, this benefactor, we are…” 

Before Master Zhicheng could explain, the driver said coldly, “Let you go away, let you go away!” 

After all, Master Zhicheng is an eminent monk, so naturally it is impossible to get angry because of this. 

When he wanted to say something, Chen Guang stepped forward. 

Among them, Master Zhicheng and Taoist Xianning belonged to the old-fashioned kind. 

An Xiaoran and Xinru are fledgling girls who do not understand the sinister society. 

Although Liu Jiacheng is also a fledgling, but his heart is higher than the sky. To be precise, a newborn 

calf is not afraid of tigers. In addition, he has a very good family background. He has a lot of arrogance. 

Facing ordinary people, he often holds a superior attitude. 

Only Chen Guang, as the head of the Chen family in the capital, is the best of the few in terms of his 

conduct. 

Chen Guang thought of this and took the initiative. 

Soon he took out a pack of cigarettes, gave it to the driver, and said with a smile: “Brother, we have no 

malice. Didn’t Lushan discover an ancient tomb recently? We just want to inquire about the news. It 

happens that your house is far away from this little place. The village came to inquire about news 

recently.” 

As Chen Guang said, he calmly glanced at the hole behind the driver and asked, “By the way, this 

brother, why did such a big hole appear there? Did it collapse? If it collapses, we can help you. Fill it up.” 

Chen Guang thought that the driver and Wang Dagui were the owners of this house. 

However, he was wrong. The driver didn’t pick up any cigarettes at all. Instead, he stared at Chen Guang 

with cold eyes: “Say it one last time, get out of here!” 

Although Wang Dagui was also worried that the driver and Lord Ba were guiding the wolf into the room, 

but the group in front of them looked quite unpleasant, monks, Taoists and so on. 



In contrast, he still believes in Lord Ba. The most important thing is that if Ba Ye took a fancy to this 

piece of land, he would buy it for at least ten million yuan. 

And this group of people in front of him is obviously impossible to give him money. 

So Wang Dagui also coldly snorted: “This is my house, it is indeed collapsed, but no matter what you do, 

you get out.” 

“Collapse? A joke!” 

Liu Jiacheng sneered. How could he stand the scolding of others, so that he was the first to jump out and 

said lightly: “Master Zhicheng, Xianning and Senior Chen Guang, what nonsense with these two people. 

Xiao Ran has confirmed that it is here. , We just forcibly broke in.” 

Hearing what Liu Jiacheng said, Xinru immediately echoed: “Jiacheng is right! What nonsense with these 

two people!” 

As Xinru said, with a wave of his hand, a flying insect got out of his sleeve and flew into the hole. 

The flying insects are too fast, and they were caught off guard, so that the driver did not pay attention 

and saw the flying insects enter the big hole. 

The driver suddenly became angry, then attacked Xinru. 

Master Zhicheng, Taoist Xianning and Chen Guang were very surprised when they saw the driver’s 

action. 

Because the three of them saw that this young driver turned out to be the pinnacle of a martial artist, 

and he was a martial artist only half a step away. 

I didn’t expect at all that in such a remote place, there could still be such a young warrior peak ancient 

warrior. 

Xinru’s face changed, and she quickly backed away. While backing away, from the sleeves of his sleeves, 

various flying insects continued to pounce on the driver. 

The driver’s complexion also changed drastically, but despite the flying insects, he still prepared to blast 

Xinru with a punch. 

Seeing this scene, Chen Guang decisively blocked the front of Xinru, also attacking with his fists, and 

confronted the driver. 

Chen Guang is also an ancient warrior, also at the peak of a warrior. 

There are also many ancient warriors in the Bihua Mansion, but most of them are not so high. They are 

mainly good at killing demons and demons. 

After all, the Bihua Mansion is used to solve all kinds of unnatural phenomena, so it must be good at 

killing demons. 

And Wang Dagui, who was on the side, watched this scene dumbfounded. He could think that whether it 

was the driver or the group of people opposite, it was not simple, but he could not think of it. 



Especially now, when the driver is fighting with Chen Guang, he once thought, was he on the shooting 

scene of the martial arts drama? Is this the power that people can exert? 

At this time, the driver and Chen Guang were fighting up and down, and the surrounding soil was 

shattered, and even several big trees in the yard were broken into many pieces under the attack of the 

two. 

This made Wang Dagui feel that this is like making a martial arts drama. 

Taoist Xianning said: “I am here to guard, and a few juniors will go to investigate.” 

Master Zhicheng also said: “Donor An, Donor Liu and Donor Xinru, the three of you go to investigate. If 

you are in danger, just send a message.” 

It is not that the two of them are unwilling to go down, but the driver seems to have sent a message to 

someone. It seems that it will not be long before many people will come here. 

At that time, there will be no chance to enter this hole to explore. 

Besides, the two of them are also very old and sophisticated, and the three young people are more 

quick to explore. Under comprehensive consideration, the three of An Xiaoran are allowed to go first. 

When Liu Jiacheng heard the words, he laughed and said, “Okay! Three seniors, I’ll go to investigate 

now!” 

This is a good opportunity. The reward for this mission is also quite generous. If the mission objective is 

found in the cave, then he is the first class. 

Given his family background, no matter how generous the material rewards are, he can’t appreciate it, 

mainly because of the promotion of his status in the Pihua Mansion. 

Therefore, Liu Jiacheng was the first to jump into the cave. 

Xinru naturally follows closely behind. 

An Xiaoran did not go in, but Liu Jiacheng saw that An Xiaoran hadn’t jumped into the entrance of the 

cave and hurriedly said: “Xiao Ran, the entrance of the cave here may be the entrance, and the terrain is 

also complicated. You need to lead the way.” 

An Xiaoran frowned her eyebrows and thought about it, the task is still more important. 

She actually didn’t want to follow Liu Jiacheng. If Xinru alone or Master Zhicheng also went in, she would 

definitely follow in. 

But now is not the time for her to be angry, she immediately jumped into the hole. 

Ever since, the three of them entered the hole smoothly. 

The driver watched the three jump into the hole, helpless. 

Chapter 1476: Dragon Burial Abyss 

Chapter 1476 Dragon Burial Abyss 



After the Taoist Xianning left the field, he quickly subdued the driver. 

Chen Guang had been playing hard with the driver, and Taoist Xianning was not weak. With his addition, 

he immediately captured the driver. 

Then the driver was thrown aside by Chen Guang. 

When Wang Dagui saw the driver’s seriously injured look, he swallowed, and he was frightened. He 

didn’t dare to make any movement, so he could only stay where he was. 

At this time, Daoist Xianning and Master Zhicheng stood beside the entrance of the cave, and they both 

looked at the dark, invisible entrance of the cave, and both felt thoughtful. 

Taoist Xianning couldn’t help but whispered to Master Zhicheng: “Master, do you think this place is the 

entrance to the Dragon Burial Abyss, how likely is it?” 

After thinking for a while, Master Zhicheng also responded in a low voice: “Although An Shizhu is very 

young, he is one of the best in the wayfinding in the Pihua Mansion. Therefore, here, there is a high 

probability that it is the place where the dragon is buried.” 

Taoist Xianning immediately showed his doubts: “Then what is going on in the suspected mouth in the 

depths of Lushan Mountain? I have heard about the place like Dragon Burying Abyss since I was a child, 

but the details are not so detailed, but also I know there is only one port.” 

Master Zhicheng shook his head: “It’s not clear. If this place is not, it must be another place. After the 

investigation is completed, the result will be known.” 

… 

During the conversation between the two, there was no man’s land in the deep mountains of Lushan. 

Lin Kai walked to the front of a mountain wall. On the surface of the mountain wall, it looked no 

different from a normal mountain wall, but he kept staring at it. 

If he hadn’t noticed the mistake, inside this mountain wall, in the wee hours of the morning, a real 

dragon roar came from it. 

In fact, Lin Kai first searched for Jiuyou Grass in this area, but he did not find it for a long time. 

When I found it, I arrived at this place, but I noticed something strange, and then I remembered the 

sound of dragons from Lushan in the early morning. 

Later, under Lin Kai’s careful observation, the mountain wall was weird, which seemed indistinguishable 

from an ordinary mountain wall, but in fact it was empty. 

He turned the golden pupil, and then he could see it. 

But what power is contained in it, even the golden pupil, it is difficult to see exactly what it is. 

At this time, Lin Kai didn’t even think about it. He pushed the rock wall hard. Sure enough, the rock wall 

in front of him instantly turned into dust and fell to the ground, exposing a cave like a cave. 

Lin Kai showed curiosity and walked in without hesitation. 



The hole was deep and extremely dark. 

Especially with the deepening, gradually began to have a strong evil spirit. 

This made Lin Kai’s eyes light up, and there was a spirit of evil spirits, indicating that Nine You Grass was 

very likely to appear. 

The main purpose of his coming to Lushan was to grab the Nine You Grass. In addition to breaking 

through his cultivation base, he also had to complete system tasks. 

“This cave is so tortuous, and the stone walls are very smooth, it doesn’t seem to be a natural 

formation. But this cave has not been in for a long time, not to mention hundreds of thousands of years 

of history.” 

As Lin Kai walked, he did not forget to observe the situation of this cave. 

What surprised him was that the cave was too deep, to be precise, it was too capable of turning around. 

And this cave is constantly going deep into the ground. 

Lin Kai felt that he had reached at least two kilometers underground. 

At about two thousand two hundred meters, there was a fork in the road ahead. 

Lin Kai urged the golden pupil and then ran his true energy to maximize the power of the golden pupil. 

“The fork on the right is a dead end. Once you go there, you won’t be able to look back, and you will 

even be trapped inside.” 

Lin Kai observed for a while, muttered to himself, and immediately went to the fork on the left. 

At 2,600 meters underground, Lin Kai walked to a cliff. 

Yes, in this underground, there is no universe, there are mountains in the mountains! 

It’s just that the mountain under the ground is bare and has formed a cliff. 

Lin Kai is currently standing on the cliff. 

However, the stone walls on this cliff are full of evil spirits, and there are various gold jade or luminous 

stones on it, which seem to be stained on it. 

Even though it is very dark inside, there are those jade and luminous stones dotted there, so that this 

large area does not appear so dark, as if stars dot the night sky. 

Lin Kai began to look under the cliff. Because the evil spirits were too strong, a substantial black mist 

was formed, and he couldn’t see what was under the cliff. 

But Lin Kai was even more sure that the dragon’s roar came 100% from under this cliff! 

The evil spirit under the cliff must be very strong, and the probability of Nine You Grass appearing is also 

very high. 



As a result, Lin Kai took out the equipment he was carrying and used the climbing rope to climb under 

the cliff little by little. 

Although he was a cultivator, he might have sensed that the cliff was high, coupled with the strong Yin 

and evil spirit, so he should be careful. 

… 

at the same time. 

In the cave entrance of Wang Dagui’s house, Ba Ye was deepening deep into the cave entrance. 

The cave is very narrow, and he can barely pass through it alone, making him covered with mud. 

Ba Ye frowned at first, but then slowly accepted that as a strong man who had just stepped into the 

Grand Master, he was also the top existence among the ancient warriors of the Huaxia Kingdom. 

He is also Ye Shaotian’s most trusted confidant. The Ye Family is very strong, and there are several 

powerful masters. 

This time Ye Shaotian and Lin Yuan cooperated to take advantage of Lin Yuan’s power to take the 

position of the head of the Ye family. 

Ye Shaotian was also what he had seen since childhood, so Ba Ye naturally went all out this time to fight 

for his young master. 

Ba Ye sensed that he was about to come to the end of the hole, and when he could even see a face of 

the cliff, he suddenly looked back, and immediately flicked his hand. 

A flying insect was killed instantly. 

Ba Ye didn’t think much, and quickly walked out of the end of the cave. 

Suddenly there was a very vast world in front of him, and his current location was under the cliff. 

Ba Ye didn’t look at the cliff, but saw the black mist in front of him, and then held a flashlight, 

illuminating it, faintly in the black mist, and saw the outline of a huge white bone. 

“These white bones are one body… Young Master said that this place is called Dragon Burying Abyss. 

Could it be that these one white bones are…” 

Ba Ye just thought so, he heard many flying insects coming from behind. 

That direction is exactly where he walked out of the cave. 

Ba Ye couldn’t help but look back, and saw those flying insects surrounding a woman, who was Xinru. 

Xinru was surprised when he saw this person, then went into the cave and said, “Someone!” 

As soon as Xinruhua fell, Liu Jiacheng walked out in shock, and it was An Xiaoran who finally walked out 

of the cave. 

Chapter 1477: From The Sky 



Chapter 1477: Falling From The Sky 

As soon as the three of them came out, they saw Lord Ba was killing the group of flying insects. 

Xinru’s face is very ugly. This group of flying insects is her most important method. Each flying insect has 

a special function. There are poisonous insects, detoxifying insects, and attacking insects. 

In short, raising a flying insect consumes a lot of her energy. 

It is equivalent to her pet. Now that she sees her pet, she has been attacked and killed by one person. 

Of course Xinru couldn’t help it, so he moved towards Ba Ye. 

Seeing Xinru’s move, Liu Jiacheng stayed where he didn’t go forward. 

An Xiaoran frowned slightly, and immediately drew the blue long sword from her waist and headed 

towards Ba Ye. 

“Xiao Ran, what are you going to do!” 

Liu Jiacheng wanted to stop An Xiaoran, but An Xiaoran was faster than him, and he didn’t stop An 

Xiaoran at all. 

An Xiaoran glanced at Liu Jiacheng faintly, with a cold expression in his eyes: “Sister Xinru, as our 

companion, sees her in danger, how can she just ignore her?” 

The implication is that Liu Jiacheng doesn’t care about Xinru’s life or death. 

As An Xiaoran said, she didn’t talk nonsense anymore, and continued to rush over with her sword. 

At this time, Xinru and Ba Ye were fighting together. 

Although Xinru said that the realm of the ancient martial artist was not high, but with its own special 

methods, it could barely block the attacks of Ba Ye. 

For example, when Lin Kai faced a Southeast Asian evil master last time, he didn’t understand the evil so 

much that he overturned a car. 

Of course, Xinru’s special method is still somewhat inferior to that powerful sorcery. 

Xinru was quickly forced by Master Ba and there was no way to go back. 

Seeing that Xinru was about to fall into a crisis, An Xiaoran arrived in time, and the blue long sword 

smashed towards Lord Ba. 

Ba Ye looked at An Xiaoran disdainfully. In his opinion, even if the three of them were together, it would 

be easy for him to solve it. 

If it wasn’t because the methods were a little weird and caused him to waste some time, otherwise he 

would be able to get it done with one move. 

While avoiding An Xiaoran’s attack, Ba Ye sneered: “Two female dolls, seeking their own death!” 

With that, he punched An Xiaoran and Xinru away, both of them were injured. 



Although Liu Jiacheng was very frightened by the strength of Lord Ba, when he saw An Xiaoran was 

injured, his brain became hot, and he rushed towards Lord Ba: “You are only seeking your own death!” 

“Just do you want a hero to save the United States? Compared to these two female dolls, you don’t look 

like a man at all, and your strength is even more useless!” 

Ba Ye sneered, and flicked his hand, only to see Liu Jiacheng’s scream, as if he had been hit by a 

thousand catties, and flew out and hit the rock wall severely. 

Seeing this scene, Xinru drank: “Ning!” 

I saw the group of dead flying insects, turning into countless poisonous needles, and hurriedly heading 

towards Master Ba. 

“Small bugs.” 

Ba Ye smiled contemptuously and patted it with one hand at random, and the poisonous needle liquid 

disappeared. 

The difference in strength between the two is too great! 

In other words, Ba Ye is also a master of the master level. This realm, even if he has just stepped into the 

master, is very powerful. 

It can be said that the ten martial sage peaks, to besiege one who has just stepped into the grand 

master, can’t beat them. 

This is a quality change. 

An Xiaoran understood that Lord Ba was too strong, but in order to delay Xinru, she still attacked Lord 

Ba with a sword. 

There is no way, if they don’t beat Lord Ba, Lord Ba will take the initiative to kill them all, so he has to 

attack. 

It’s just that Master Ba was too powerful, and with two random punches, he knocked An Xiaoran and 

Xinru away. 

Like Liu Jiacheng, both suffered serious injuries. 

Generally speaking, even if An Xiaoran, Xinru, and Liu Jiacheng are not high in the realm of the ancient 

martial artists, they can still delay a martial sage peak level by relying on their special methods of slaying 

demons and demons. 

But the grandmaster would not do it, and could only be beaten by the grandmaster. 

Seeing that the three of them were seriously injured, Ba Ye didn’t pay any more attention, mainly 

because he had a task now. 

And in his opinion, the three of them are already very weak and can’t go far. 

After he completes the task, he will solve these three people. 



Therefore, Lord Ba turned around, he was about to go to the bone in the black mist, who knew that a 

figure fell from the sky and landed firmly beside the bone. 

The figure that fell from the sky was naturally Lin Kai. He happened to see Lord Ba, as well as An Xiaoran, 

Xinru and Liu Jiacheng. 

Lin Kai was suddenly puzzled. It took him a long time before he came here, wondering where An Xiaoran 

and the others came from. 

But he also saw that it was Ba Ye who hurt the three of An Xiaoran. 

So instead of looking at the situation under the cliff, he looked at Lord Ba and said lightly: “Did you move 

the hand?” 

Lin Kai also saw that Lord Ba was an ancient warrior who had just stepped into the master. 

Of course, Lin Kai didn’t care. For him, whether he had just stepped into it or how many years he had 

been in this state, he was not afraid. 

At this time, Lord Ba was also staring at Lin Kai, and instead of immediately responding to Lin Kai, his 

expression became solemn. 

Because he could stretch out his hand from Lin Kai and noticed a threatening aura, this was a kind of 

intuition of a master master. 

Ba Ye was shocked, his young master Ye Shaotian, as young as this person, was only the pinnacle of 

Martial Saint, and he didn’t expect that this person would be more talented than the young master. 

The main reason was that Lord Ba hadn’t been out of the hermit family for a few days or went to the 

Leiyuan Group, so he didn’t see Lin Yuan. 

As a result, Ba Ye didn’t know Lin Kai either. 

At this moment, he subconsciously stepped back a few steps, then looked at Lin Kai and said, “I did it, so 

what?” 

“Why hurt them?” Lin Kai asked in a calm tone, narrowing his eyes. 

The three of An Xiaoran, from the Pihua Mansion, belong to the state organization. 

Although this person is a great master, if he wounds three people, it would hinder the mission of the 

state organization. 

“It is said that if you are injured, you are injured. Why is there a reason?” 

Ba Ye smiled disdainfully: “It’s you, presumably you have just stepped into the realm of a master, but 

you are still too young and I have no experience in combat. I advise you to leave it alone, otherwise 

don’t blame my ruthless men.” 

Although the young man opposite, he felt a threatening aura, but he was not afraid of Lin Kai. 

To be precise, I believe that he can beat Lin Kai and it is nothing more than spending more time. 



Before Lin Kai could continue to speak, An Xiaoran was surprised and happy when he saw Lin Kai 

coming. At the same time, he was worried, and said to Lin Kai: “Lin Kai! This place is called Dragon 

Burying Abyss. We investigate this place. This person doesn’t know what identity, it seems that the 

person who came is not good, and has other meanings towards this Dragon Burial Abyss. 

This person is definitely a great master, so if you can’t beat it, don’t resist it, and run out now! The hole 

behind us is straight to the outside! Master Zhicheng, they are all waiting outside! “ 

Chapter 1478: Rainstorm Pear Flower Needle 

Chapter 1478 

An Xiaoran was holding back. She was very worried about Lin Kai when she finished talking about the 

injuries in her body. 

As soon as the words fell, she couldn’t stop spitting out a mouthful of blood. 

“Dragon Burial Abyss?” 

When Lin Kai heard this keyword, he moved in his heart, and instantly remembered the dragon’s roar in 

the early morning, and he had a general idea in his heart. 

It seems that there is a real dragon here, but it should be a dead dragon. 

But if you want to explore this place, then you have to solve the Lord Ba in front of you. 

Lin Kai looked at Lord Ba and couldn’t help but nodded secretly. This person’s age is not more than 40 

years old, between 35 and 40 years old. In fact, at this age, he has broken through to the realm of 

masters and is already very talented of. 

Although there are many grandmaster realms he has defeated, each strong master has his own hole 

cards. 

To be precise, you can’t underestimate any great master. 

Lin Kai was 100% sure that he would solve this person, but for the great master, he still gave face, so he 

held his fist. 

The ancient warriors of the grandmaster are all strong people with the pioneering faction. If the two 

sides are fighting, it is not the enemy of life and death, the two sides will still talk about etiquette. 

Lin Kai said to Lord Ba: “No matter where you are from, but you hurt my friend with your hands, it 

seems that you plan to treat me as a strong enemy, so you are an enemy or not a friend. In that case, 

you can do it.” 

Hearing this, Lord Ba didn’t return the number of courtesies, but sneered: “It’s ridiculous, I almost want 

to buy this land. This is my site. What are you guys?” 

Ba Ye naturally understood that buying Wang Dagui’s place was only buying the area within the 

entrance of the cave, and it did not belong to Wang Dagui’s land. 

But he had to account for it, so he forcibly found a reason. 



Although Lin Kai didn’t quite understand it, it was clear that the doorway inside was a place under the 

control of no one, and it should be said that it was controlled by the state. 

The three of An Xiaoran were originally a national organization, and they were also ordered by the 

above to investigate. 

Ba Ye’s behavior is to hinder An Xiaoran from doing things. 

Lin Kai didn’t talk nonsense, looking at Lord Ba with sharp eyes. 

Ba Ye gave a smirk at this time, and immediately rushed towards Lin Kai. 

Ever since, the two began to fight together. 

Not far away, An Xiaoran, Xinru, and Liu Jiacheng were all seriously injured, unable to walk, and could 

only watch Lin Kai fighting with Ba Ye. 

The three of them had never seen a battle at this realm level. 

At the beginning, An Xiaoran and Xinru were still worried about Lin Kai. 

Only now, under Lin Kai’s unrestrained kick, Ba Ye was hit. 

Lin Kai’s power far exceeded the realm of the Grand Master, so Ba Ye was severely thrown to the 

ground by the powerful force, and even the soil on the ground instantly cracked. 

After all, Ba Ye is also a great master. After he was thrown to the ground, he got up for the first time and 

came to Lin Kai, trying to grasp Lin Kai’s shoulder, trying to throw Lin Kai away. 

Lin Kai didn’t move, letting Master Ba grab his shoulders, but Master Ba couldn’t shake Lin Kai anyway. 

Lin Kai sneered and took the initiative to send it to the door. How could he let it go, and he slammed it 

over. 

There is no hesitation, because once he hesitates, Ba Ye will definitely escape smoothly. 

But Ba Ye was taken aback. He didn’t expect that this man who was much younger than him would have 

such rich combat experience and he was much stronger in strength. 

He was too late to retreat, so he could only be hit by the punch he opened. 

Ba Ye was flew upside down 20 meters away by this punch, and he kept vomiting blood, which was 

obviously very uncomfortable. 

Ba Ye wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, he stared at Lin Kai, as if he wanted to prepare, 

and rushed Lin Kai. 

However, he turned and ran to the other side of the cliff. 

And while running, he took out a hidden weapon in his hand. It was a metal weapon, but the metal 

weapon was covered with silver needles. 

“Rainbow pear flower needle!” 



Ba Ye smiled coldly, activated the button of the metal weapon, and the sound of the mechanical version 

turned, causing the various silver needles on it to move towards Lin Kai, An Xiaoran, Xinru and Liu 

Jiacheng. 

These silver needles were as fast as bullets, and the sound of the breaking wind swept across the world 

in an instant. 

Lin Kai’s eyes were astonished, and he couldn’t imagine that Ba Ye’s trump card was such a hidden 

weapon. 

The power of ordinary torrential pear flower needles is not so great. 

It also proved that Lord Ba has a deep research in this area. 

Lin Kai blocked these silver needles by himself without any problems, but An Xiaoran, Xinru and Liu 

Jiacheng were not able to do so. 

If the three of them are not injured, there is a high chance of blocking them with the special means of 

the three of them, but now that the three of them are seriously injured, they must be unstoppable. 

Lin Kai didn’t even think about it, and rushed to the three of An Xiaoran. 

He used his fastest speed to block in front of An Xiaoran’s trio in the blink of an eye, and then turned 

around to absorb all the silver needles into him. 

Lin Kai was like a hedgehog at this time, all the silver needles pierced on him, densely packed. 

“Lin Kai!” 

Seeing Lin Kai like this, An Xiaoran’s eyes were full of tears, and her pretty face was full of grief. She 

didn’t expect Lin Kai to use her body to block them in order to save them. 

Liu Jiacheng was also taken aback, and immediately stared at Lin Kai’s miserable situation with an idiot, 

disdainfully. 

In Xinru’s beautiful eyes, there is also grief, but it is more colorful, like seeing a very beautiful thing in 

this world. 

Regardless of the mood of the three of them, to the three of them, Lin Kai was either dead or injured, so 

that the moods of the three of them were very different. 

But then, An Xiaoran and the three of them stared wide-eyed and dumbfounded. 

Because of the densely packed silver needles on Lin Kai’s body, at this moment, Lin Kai randomly shook 

all of them. 

Lin Kai had nothing to do, not even his clothes were broken. 

In fact, the moment the silver needle struck, he mobilized infuriating energy, protecting his body. 

Those silver needles were nothing more than piercing the floating Zhen Qi, which caused Lin Kai to look 

like it was pierced by densely packed silver needles from the outside. 



“Lin Kai! It’s okay if you are fine!” 

Seeing this, An Xiaoran breathed a sigh of relief. She thought that Lin Kai was either dying or just died. 

Just thinking that Lin Kai died for saving her, she felt guilty and sad. 

Seeing that Lin Kai didn’t have any injuries, he was immediately overjoyed, and even forgotten the 

serious injuries on his body. 

Seeing An Xiaoran’s attitude towards Lin Kai, he became more intimate. 

Liu Jiacheng was extremely jealous, knowing that it would be more difficult for him to chase An Xiaoran, 

and he couldn’t help looking towards Xinru. 

An Xiaoran is very beautiful, and Xinru is not bad. 

The main reason is that An Xiaoran’s family background is better than his, and he has always been 

enamored with An Xiaoran. 

Liu Jiacheng also knows that Xinru has been devoted to him for a long time, and now he wants An 

Xiaoran to understand that there is no shortage of beautiful women around him. 

Chapter 1479: Inverse Scale Keel 

Chapter 1479 

The most important thing is that Liu Jiacheng now has his own careful thinking. If An Xiaoran does not 

catch it, then he will step back and accept Xinru. 

Anyway, Xinru fell in love with him and couldn’t catch up with An Xiaoran, so it could only be so, and it 

was not a loss. 

“Xin Ru.” 

At this time, Liu Jiacheng pretended to be affectionate, looked towards Xinru, and said: “I only realize 

that you are good to me. I think we can really meet again. We have a new understanding. Wait for both 

After understanding, be each other’s angels.” 

Liu Jiacheng has known for a long time that Xinru loves him. 

He could imagine that after he said this to Xinru, Xinru must be moved and excited, and he might even 

faint with joy. 

After all, during this period, he has always been indifferent to Xinru. 

But what puzzled Liu Jiacheng was that after he finished speaking, he was staring at Xinru. As a result, 

the expression on Xinru’s face was not as happy as he had imagined, but his face was expressionless. 

Xinru even spoke to Liu Jiacheng indifferently: “Don’t tell me such nasty things, I have no feeling for 

you.” 

As Xinru said, she moved her beautiful eyes to Lin Kai, her beautiful eyes filled with love, and she 

muttered, “Is he just named Lin Kai? After hearing the name for a long time, I didn’t expect to be like 



Master Zhicheng and the others. It’s amazing! It’s perfect! I declare that Lin Kai is the man I have the 

most feeling!” 

Hearing this, Liu Jiacheng’s eyes widened and he fell into a daze. What’s the situation? Why is it 

changing so fast? 

Lin Kai was also a little speechless, but he didn’t say much, he just ran his true energy secretly, allowing 

the three of them to recover from their injuries, once they had their own ability to act. 

Lin Kai only told the three of them to be more careful, and then he turned around and headed in the 

direction where Lord Ba had escaped. 

Ba Ye went into the black mist, obviously not planning to leave this Dragon Burial Abyss, he could not 

look at Ba Ye and destroy this place. 

As a result, Lin Kai quickly sank into the black mist. 

When he entered the black mist alone, he saw the situation inside. 

Lin Kai was shocked in an instant, because he saw a cliff in the black fog, but the cliff was very shallow, 

more precisely like a long and narrow gully, only twenty meters high. 

But in this long and narrow gully, there is a very large bone. 

Like a winding road, this dense bone is at least thousands of meters long! 

Lin Kai was not shocked by this, the shocking bones, judging from the appearance, it was a dragon! 

This is the bones of a real dragon, and the pair of claws are as high as a small hill! 

For a small section of keel, there is a person as tall as you can! 

While being shocked, Lin Kai saw Lord Ba, walking towards the dragon’s bones in the narrow gully. 

Lin Kai resolutely jumped into the narrow gully, and chased after Ba Ye. 

At this moment, Lord Ba was extremely excited, and the task given to him by Young Master Ye Shaotian 

was to find the bones of the dragon in the Abyss of Burial Dragon. 

Of course, there is no way to take away all the dragon bones that are thousands of meters long. 

But the young master Ye Shaotian also said that if you really see the dragon bones, first bring out the 

dragon’s inverted scales and the bones in that area. 

The dragon’s inverted scale position is a little below the neck. 

So Ba Ye’s goal now is to first take the keel bone under the keel bone neck and bring it back to Ye 

Shaotian. 

Originally, according to the original plan, Wang Dagui’s land was purchased and then slowly explored, 

but I didn’t expect that there will be others coming, especially a very young master of the realm of 

grandmaster. 

What’s more deadly is that this powerhouse in the master realm is even stronger than him. 



As a result, Lord Ba had to run here first, take the bone of Long Nilin first, and then call the young 

master, bring more hands, and take all the bones of this real dragon as his own. 

Ba Ye was thinking, and suddenly felt a wave of power behind him. 

Ba Ye couldn’t help but glanced back, his face instantly gloomy, it was the master-level expert who was 

even more powerful than him, and he chased after him so quickly. 

This young master of the realm of masters is stronger than he thought! 

His Rainstorm Pear Flower Needle is the ultimate enhanced version, and coupled with his 

transformation, even if the opposite is the Grand Master, he will definitely be caught off guard. 

Ba Ye noticed that Lin Kai had no injuries at all. 

He was a little surprised, and at the same time, he was thinking about how he could successfully obtain 

the bones at the inverted scales of the dragon bones under Lin Kai’s pursuit. 

Ba Ye thought, he was infinitely close to the dragon bones. 

He couldn’t control that much either, Lin Kai hadn’t chased him anyway, so he spotted the neck of the 

dragon bone, and there happened to be a dragon bone that looked like an inverted scale below. 

So Lord Ba jumped up without hesitation, and grabbed the Nilin Keel. 

Click! 

As soon as Lin Kai rushed to the dragon bone, Ba Ye grabbed the inverse scale dragon bone. 

“Roar” 

Lin Kai didn’t know why, at this moment, he heard the sorrowful dragon roar again, but this time the 

sorrowful dragon roar still contained the meaning of anger. 

It seems to be saying that even if its magnificent dragon has been dead for a long time, no one is 

allowed to move its bones. 

Lin Kai could feel that the dragon vein essence he was carrying also let out a roar. 

Although the essence of dragon veins is not a real dragon, it also has its own spiritual wisdom. It belongs 

to a form of dragon. It should be seen that after the death of the same kind, it still suffers from this, and 

it is extremely angry. 

Lin Kai’s eyes were also a bit cold. Originally, this was a complete dragon skeleton, but under the 

destruction of Lord Ba, the dragon neck almost fell apart. 

Lin Kai quickened his speed, swiftly went to Ba Ye and rushed over. 

After Ba Ye took the inverse scale keel, he didn’t stay in place too much, but also used his full speed to 

flee frantically, preparing to escape from this place of right and wrong. 

After all, Lin Kai was chasing him, if he was chased by Lin Kai, let alone whether the inverse scale keel 

could be kept, he might be dead. 



And in his opinion, Lin Kai would definitely investigate this complete dragon skeleton instead of chasing 

him. 

Although the inverse scale keel he took, it may be a better bone among the complete skeletal bones. 

But there are many places in the complete dragon bones, which are better than the inverted scale 

dragon bones, such as dragon heads and dragon claws. 

But Lord Ba never expected that Lin Kai would really not explore the complete dragon bones, but still 

chased him. 

In fact, in the early morning, Lin Kai heard the sorrowful dragon roar. 

And the essence of the dragon veins also changed. He always felt that the real dragons here might be 

related to the techniques he practiced. Maybe he was the only immortal cultivator on the planet. 

For this reason, Lin Kaizi wouldn’t let him see that this true dragon bone, even a small part of it, was not 

allowed to be taken out by others, so he kept chasing Lord Ba. 

Chapter 1480: Primordial Spirit 

Chapter 1480 

Lord Ba is very uncomfortable now. Although the scaled keel is only the size of a palm, it weighs less 

than a thousand catties. 

This weight is already equivalent to the weight of two tigers. 

The great master, of course, can easily pick up a thousand catties of weight. 

But if you hold it all the time, or even run away, it will seem very strenuous and the running speed will 

slow down. 

Lin Kai was faster than Lord Ba, so it didn’t take long before he caught up with Lord Ba and slapped him 

with a palm. 

Ba Ye felt that he wanted to avoid the attack, but his reaction speed was still a little slow, and he was 

directly hit in the shoulder. 

He shook his body and fell heavily to the ground, together with the inverse scale keel, also falling down. 

Ba Ye stared at Lin Kai with angrily, his voice filled with chills: “Boy, do you have to fight with me? I still 

have the real trump card yet to show. By then, you will die and everyone will be embarrassed!” 

“You die and you die? It’s up to you? I want to see what else you have so-called real hole cards.” Lin Kai 

responded lightly. 

After speaking, he slapped Ba Ye again without hesitation. 

Ba Ye’s face was ugly to the extreme, he actually didn’t have any real cards, he just wanted to frighten 

Lin Kai, but he didn’t even think about it. 



At this time, Lord Ba faced Lin Kai who struck. This was the first time he was so powerless since he 

became an ancient warrior. 

Especially after he became a great master, he was even more confident that he could walk sideways 

among the ancient warriors of China. 

Even in the face of a stronger grandmaster, he can’t beat it, that’s it. 

however! 

Now facing Lin Kai, it’s different. It seems that he is also a great master, but he can display the means 

and power, which is very special. In short, very weak, even to fight back! 

boom! 

Ba Ye, who had just stood up, hit his chest under Lin Kai’s palm. The ribs on it seemed to be broken, 

flying out, vomiting blood crazily, and it was difficult to get up again. 

This power! 

Ba Ye looked at Lin Kai with great horror, this person at such a young age must be a legend among the 

ancient warriors of the Chinese nation in the future! Even to the legendary realm! 

This talent is much stronger than his young master Ye Shaotian! 

Lin Kai wanted to use the extraction ability to tell the truth first to see where this person came from, but 

the complete dragon skeleton seemed to be calling him. 

At first Lin Kai thought it was an illusion, but then he really felt that it was the dragon bones calling him, 

and he was very anxious. 

So anxious, Lin Kai didn’t have time to get the inverse scale keel. 

Lin Kai frowned, but after a little hesitation, he quickly returned to the dragon bone. 

At the call of the dragon’s bones, he climbed onto the dragon’s head. 

Lin Kai first discovered a grass exuding a strong evil spirit on the bones of the dragon’s head. 

Nine You Grass! 

Lin Kaiyi was overjoyed, but he did not expect to find Nine You Grass here! He took it decisively, 

carefully packed it in a small box. 

Besides being a system task, it is also a rare treasure. 

The moment he put away the Jiuyou Grass, the system prompts that the task is complete, and the 

demigod-level **** monkey extraction ability has been obtained! 

In the future, he will be able to get out of his body! 

But now is not the time, because the dragon head is still calling him, motioning him to sit down. 



Although Lin Kai didn’t understand what the dragon skeleton meant, but knew that there was no 

malicious intent, he continued to follow suit. 

But Ba Ye, who was not far below, saw Lin Kai, sitting cross-legged on the dragon head, heading for the 

dragon bones. He was stunned for a moment. It seemed that he didn’t know why Lin Kai let him go, and 

didn’t even want the inverse scale dragon bones. 

Ba Ye didn’t think about it clearly, so he didn’t even think about it. After recovering from his injury a 

little bit, he staggered to his feet, picked up the inverse scale keel, and resisted the injury and left here. 

On the dragon skull, Lin Kai noticed that Lord Ba was leaving with the inverse scale keel, but he did not 

stop it. 

Because the dragon bones were still calling him, as if there was something very urgent. 

Just as Lin Kai was thinking about it, unexpectedly, a golden glow flashed from the dragon’s bones. This 

golden glow was filled with extremely terrifying power, as if it could destroy the world. 

Even Lin Kai looked very small in front of this golden light. 

If Lin Kai hadn’t known, this golden light power wouldn’t hurt him, otherwise he would have been far 

away from here long ago. 

On the contrary, this golden light power exudes the aura of a dragon. Before Lin Kai could react, this 

golden light power fell into Lin Kai’s mind. 

This golden light power began to merge with his soul! 

In an instant, Lin Kai’s blood boiled all over his body, and there was a vague sign that he was about to 

transform the dragon. 

Of course, it was only vague, but he could feel that his realm had broken through! 

The golden core in the pubic area is even more shining! 

The most important thing is that his soul seems to have undergone some changes. 

It just happens that the system task has been completed, and the monkey extraction ability has been 

obtained, and the primordial spirit can be released in advance. 

At this moment, Lin Kai did not hesitate and used the magical monkey extraction ability. 

He, in the shape of a soul body, broke away from him. 

This soul body shape is exactly Lin Kai’s soul. 

Generally speaking, the soul can be cultivated during the transformation stage, and the soul can get out 

of the body. Now, relying on the system, the soul can get out of the body in advance. 

Lin Kai could sense that in the shape of his soul body, except for the soul body, he was no different from 

him, even his power was the same. 

Lin Kai stretched out his hand to touch his soul-shaped body, but he penetrated directly. 



Lin Kai nodded secretly, in this case, he was equivalent to an extra clone. 

As a result, his strength skyrocketed! If you encounter Lin Yuan next time, you can use your own soul to 

surprise him and let Lin Yuan fall into crisis! 

Immediately, Lin Kai’s heart moved, and the soul returned to his body. 

He looked at the dragon bones. The dragon bones in front of him were originally white, but now it has 

become a little dark, and there is no longer a call to him or a dragon cry. 

Lin Kai suddenly understood that this dragon bone should have retained the last group of inherited 

energy before he was alive. It was estimated that he was waiting for those who were predestined to 

pass on the inherited energy. 

For unknown reasons, this dragon skeleton has not been passed down for hundreds of thousands of 

years. 

Until now, the inheritance energy was given to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai guessed that it was because he was a cultivator that the dragon bones summoned him. 

The true role of this dragon’s inheritance energy has not yet been brought into play. It should wait until 

he becomes stronger before gradually recovering part of the inheritance. 

Lin Kai jumped down from the dragon skull and looked at the complete dragon skeleton. He was 

inexplicably sad. It may be the reason why he got inherited energy. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help reaching out and touching the dragon bone. 

However, he had just touched the dragon bone, and he couldn’t think of the ground as if an earthquake 

occurred. The thousand-meter-long dragon bone in front of him instantly became smaller. 

Until it becomes smaller, only about ten centimeters in size, then stop. 

 


